WERE THE TUITION FEES WORTH IT?

96% of students said it was priceless and yes, that the tuition fees were definitely worth Summit Semester. 3% said mostly and only 1% replied no! Summit Semester is worth it!

WHAT IS A SUMMIT SEMESTER?

Nestled in the Rocky mountains stands a beautiful facility where students build friendships and a foundation from which to learn and serve. The community nurtures character development and hones intellectual skills while helping students develop strong relationships. Summit Semester animates students toward academic excellence and a coherent Christian worldview. They leave Semester with habits that will greatly enhance their future studies and their entire lives.

WHAT ARE STUDENTS SAYING?

“I’ve never felt more equipped for life and would not be where I am even now without the investment that was poured into me during Summit”

“It set a higher standard for education. It helped me become a person who doesn’t just accept what a professor has to say. I got involved. It helped balance loving God with my heart, soul, and mind.”